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The trade-off between the field of view (FOV) and the resolution of micro-computed tomography (micro-CT)
is a hardware bottleneck that limits the capturing of both heterogeneity and micro-structure detail for anal-
ysis and modelling. Rather than choosing between high resolution or wide FOV, efficient super resolution
methods can achieve both, while efficient modelling methods permit full analysis of the resulting large im-
age. Low resolution images of porous rock and 4x scale high resolution images train an efficient 3D super
resolution convolutional neural network (SRCNN). An unseen test image of a full coreplug with an otherwise
unsegmentable wide FOV and low resolution.is then super resolved to 10,000-cubed, and its permeability, flow
field, and 2-phase flow is calculated with a High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster using efficient hybrid
implementations of Semi-Analytical Solvers (SAS), Morphological methods, and Lattice Boltzmann Methods
(LBM). A similar result is also obtained with other types of porous structures, such as a Proton Exchange Fuel
Cell. This extent of resolution-FOV is 2 orders of magnitude above hardware limitations, and brings digital
rock analysis closer in scope to conventional core-plug analysis.
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